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— RIT captures Haiti disaster with high-tech imaging system 
— In the aftermath of the Jan. 12 earthquake that struck 
Haiti's capital, Port-au-Prince, scientists from Rochester 
Institute of Technology are sweeping the levelled city with 
high-tech… 
— Researchers develop new bushfire warning device — A 
new, low-cost bushfire detection and monitoring system is 
being developed by University of Adelaide researchers using 
mobile communications technology… 
— Teaching computer games — Computer games have a 
broad appeal that transcends gender, culture, age and socio-
economic status. Now, computer scientists in the US think 
that creating computer games, rather than… 
— UVa engineers find significant environmental impacts with 
algae-based biofuel — With many companies investing 
heavily in algae-based biofuels, researchers from the 
University of Virginia's Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering have found there are significant… 
— Watching crystals grow provides clues to making 
smoother, defect-free thin films — To make thin films for 
semiconductors in electronic devices, layers of atoms must 
be grown in neat, crystalline sheets. But while some 
materials grow smooth crystals, others tend to… 
— Slime design mimics Tokyo's rail system — What could 
human engineers possibly learn from the lowly slime mould? 
Reliable, cost-efficient network construction, apparently: a 
recent experiment suggests that Physarum polycephalum,… 
— Useless online student quizzes — Online quizzes are not 
helping students learn their subject, according to a study just 
published in the International Journal of Information and 
Operations Management Education… 
— Making it easier to save energy — Everyone wants to 
save energy, but there are few individuals who can tell you 
exactly how much energy the devices in their homes 
consume. For example, which consumes more power - the… 
— Sniffing out terrorists — Literally hundreds of people are 
hurrying through the long airport corridor between Terminals 
A and B. Among them are two terrorists, who've hidden 
themselves in the crowd. They're… 
— Harnessing the divas of the nanoworld — Boron nitride 
nanotubes (BNNTs) are the divas of the nanoworld. In 
possession of alluring properties, they are also notoriously 
temperamental compared to their carbon-based cousins… 
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CSIRO oversees rescue of 
'Outback Joe' — In an ultra-
modern take on a St Bernard 
bringing brandy to stranded 
skiers, tomorrow pilotless 
aircraft will drop water to… 

New study will make criminals 
sweat — The inventor of a 
revolutionary new forensic 
fingerprinting technique claims 
criminals who eat processed 
foods are more likely… 

The effects of quantum 'traffic 
jam' in high-temperature 
superconductors — 
Researchers at the U.S. DOE's 
Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, in collaboration with 
colleagues at Cornell University, 
Tokyo… 

Engineers create 3-D material 
that can bend light backwards — 
Engineers at the University of 
California, Berkeley, have for the 
first time designed 3-D materials 
that can reverse the… 

More Technology… 

Researchers from Northwestern University and the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign are the first to develop a curvilinear camera, much like 
the human eye, with the significant feature of a zoom capability, unlike the 
human eye.

The 'eyeball camera' has a 3.5x optical zoom, takes sharp images, is 
inexpensive to make and is only the size of a nickel. (A higher zoom is 
possible with the technology.)

While the camera won't be appearing at Best Buy any time soon, the 
tunable camera - once optimised - should be useful in many applications, 
including night-vision surveillance, robotic vision, endoscopic imaging and 
consumer electronics.

'We were inspired by the human eye, but we wanted to go beyond the 
human eye,' said Yonggang Huang, Joseph Cummings Professor of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering and Mechanical Engineering at 
Northwestern's McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science. 'Our 
goal was to develop something simple that can zoom and capture good 
images, and we've achieved that.'

The tiny camera combines the best of both the human eye and an 
expensive single-lens reflex (SLR) camera with a zoom lens. It has the 
simple lens of the human eye, allowing the device to be small, and the zoom 
capability of the SLR camera without the bulk and weight of a complex lens. 
The key is that both the simple lens and photodetectors are on flexible 
substrates, and a hydraulic system can change the shape of the substrates 
appropriately, enabling a variable zoom.

The research will be published the week of Jan. 17 by the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

Huang, co-corresponding author of the PNAS paper, led the theory and 
design work at Northwestern. His colleague John Rogers, the Lee J. Flory 
Founder Chair in Engineering and professor of materials science and 
engineering at the University of Illinois, led the design, experimental and 
fabrication work. Rogers is a co-corresponding author of the paper.

Earlier eyeball camera designs are incompatible with variable zoom 
because these cameras have rigid detectors. The detector must change 
shape as the in-focus image changes shape with magnification. Huang and 
Rogers and their team use an array of interconnected and flexible silicon 
photodetectors on a thin, elastic membrane, which can easily change 
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LATEST HEADLINES 

LCD projector used to control brain and 
muscles of tiny organisms such as worms
Self-assembling structures open door to new 
class of materials
Breaking point: LSU professor discovers 
method to determine when metals reach end 
of life
Fruit fly nervous system provides new 
solution to fundamental computer network 
problem
Stanford researcher uses living cells to 
create 'biotic' video games
Caltech-led team creates damage-tolerant 
metallic glass
Quantum quirk contained
Cracking a tooth
Coiled nanowires may hold key to stretchable 
electronics
New approach to modelling power system 
aims for better monitoring and control of 
blackouts
New responsive click-track software lets 
drummers set their own pace
Polymer membranes with molecular-sized 
channels that assemble themselves

More Technology… 

Towards lower fuel use - technologies for lighter cars
— With oil prices at an historic high and global concern about vehicle emissions, consumer 
demand - and the focus in car manufacturing - is shifting to lightweight,… 

Isn't it good - Norwegian wood?
— While the Norwegian company 'Norske Skog' is struggling with unprofitable paper production 
and trees are rotting from the roots up, the world is researching alternatives… 

Nanotags could help to solve and deter gun crime
— Criminals who use firearms may find it much harder to evade justice in future, thanks to an 
ingenious new bullet tagging technology developed in the UK. The tiny… 

Magnet laboratory researchers license critical petroleum data
— As gas prices soar, scientists at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory at Florida State 
University are marketing research that will enable petroleum companies… 
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